
 

 

webMethods Product Suite 10.15 
Release Notes 

 

Software AG’s webMethods hybrid integration platform lets you build application integration solutions 
and integrate cloud-based applications with on-premises systems without coding. This top-rated 
platform simplifies development with one toolset for both on-premises and cloud integrations and uses 
a microservices-style architecture to deliver and scale new integrations faster. 
 
The webMethods suite, with integration and API management products, provides a broad collection of 
capabilities, including application and partner integration, API management, B2B integration, managed 
file transfer, building micro-services, high-speed messaging, and in-memory caching. With 
webMethods, you have an extensible, scalable, and reliable digital backbone running either in the cloud, 
on-premise, or hybrid scenarios, providing seamless integration for cloud, mobile, APIs, and Internet of 
Things (IoT). 
 
Release 10.15 of the webMethods product suite provides significant enhancements in every 
functional area of the suite. 

 

 

Release Highlights 

Integration and B2B  
Software AG’s webMethods Integration Platform is a proven, pre-integrated software suite that 
enables enterprises to rapidly integrate systems, services, devices, processes, business partners, and 
data to provide new business value and improve business performance. The key features include: 
 

• Email notifications in Integration Server can now use an OAuth2 token for authentication 
instead of Basic Authentication. 

• The Integration Server Administrator API now allows alerts to be created and triggered via the 
API, and clustering to be configured via the API.  

• Integration Server now allows all users to access the OpenAPI for a product using the GET 
/admin/swagger/productName operation without having to provide authentication 
credentials.  

• Health metrics in Integration Server now include liveness and readiness probes at 
/health/liveness and /health/readiness. 

• Service caching can now be configured to cache and return only the output of a service as 
defined in its signature and not the complete output pipeline. 

• The new public service pub.json:jsonToDocument simplifies conversion as it does not force 
type conversion. Instead, the service assumes all values are strings unless a document type is 
specified.  
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• An API can now be published from more than one Software AG Designer without duplicating 
the API in API Gateway. 

• CloudStreams Server provides new support for Microsoft® Azure® Shared Account Access 
(SAS) Authentication and Authorization mechanism, which allows secure delegated access to 
the resources in your Azure storage account. Currently, the support extends to the Service SAS 
and Account SAS authentication types.    

• CloudStreams now provides support for displaying the runtime status of a listener in real-time 
as well as for the additional patterns of Salesforce Composite APIs to send multiple requests 
in a single API call. This feature enables further cost optimizations. 

• CloudStreams now provides the ability to store event data in a database, in addition to the 
current Terracotta cache, which is currently the default option. 

• CloudStreams now supports multipart/form-data content type while creating a connector 
using Open API 2.0 (Swagger) specification.  

• SaaS application vendors like Coupa® and SAP SuccessFactors® now provide custom OAuth 
refresh implementations with additional custom fields, in addition to the fields provided by 
the standard OAuth 2.0 Refresh Token Grant Type specification, as per the respective 
applications security architecture.  

• webMethods Active Transfer now has a built-in deployment tool to allow the deployment of 
objects across multiple instances (Dev/QA/Prod).  

• User passwords in webMethods Active Transfer can now be updated/changed by the user 
through a series of links, eliminating the need for an administrator to perform the task. 

• webMethods Active Transfer now has the capability to whitelist file uploads into 
ActiveTransfer Server. Much like blacklisting, this is the opposite. You can do this by adding 
the complete filename or file extension.  

• The new AgileApps runtime user interface supports dynamic sorting in the Related 
Information section and subforms. This functionality provides a header-based sorting on table 
column headers. It also allows page size control and the ability to go to a specific page in a 
table. It also supports Case Analytics dashboard for the servicedesk application. 

• In order to enhance security, AgileApps now supports Secure LDAP. 
• Common Service Container (SEC) has been deprecated with version 10.15. 

 

 

API Management 
The key features include: 
 

• Microservice patterns can now be extended to the API Gateway world to make the APIs 
resilient. One such pattern is Bulkhead, wherein elements of an application are isolated into 
pools, so that if one fails, the others continue to function. 

• API Gateway now supports a clean data separation between the Elasticsearch that is used to 
store the product configurations versus the Elasticsearch that stores the API analytics (default 
destination). 

• API Gateway container registry has recently moved from DockerHub to 
https://containers.softwareag.com. 

• API Gateway supports PKCE to secure OAuth 2.0 public clients at the application level that 
uses the Authorization Code Grant. 
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• Proactive monitoring of API Gateway is improved. API-level Prometheus metrics have been 
introduced for measuring the availability of the deployed APIs. 

• API Gateway now supports TLS version 1.3 for securing the inbound and outbound 
connections that use JSSE. 

• API Gateway upgrade procedure has been enhanced to become much simpler and easier. 
Zero-downtime upgrade now requires orchestration tasks to be done from outside the 
product (for example, scripting). 

• Developer Portal can now host assets other than APIs. Users can define the type of asset and 
additional fields related to the asset and create a gallery to list instances of the asset. 

• Developer Portal can now be updated with zero-downtime for both major and minor releases. 
• API and package visibility can now be controlled with predefined (draft, live, retired) or 

custom lifecycle states. 
• Users can now try the Developer Portal for free with limited capability indefinitely. 
• Articles, samples, themes, and web components can be found in the Developer Portal GitHub 

page https://github.com/SoftwareAG/webmethods-developer-portal. 
 

 

webMethods Suite Enhancements 
The webMethods Suite includes enhancements that improve functionality across multiple products. 
The key features include: 
 

• In the Command Central user interface, in addition to the options to specify a user/password 
pair and SSH key credentials, you can now specify only a password as a secret value.    

• Beginning with version 10.15, the SSH client of Command Central supports key-exchange 
algorithms for the following scenarios: 

o Bootstrapping Platform Manager remotely.    
o Creating an installation on a new remote machine.    
o Cross-host migration.    

• The Jobs view in the Command Central web user interface is now optimized to display 
thousands of running jobs, which helps administrators to monitor the landscape jobs with 
greater ease.   

• Command Central now supports only a global shared secret, defined for the whole landscape 
of environments. Command Central does not support creating a shared secret per 
environment.  

• WmBusinessRules runtime can startup and operate without a DB connection or DB tables.  
• The high-performance search module (HPSTRA) in Task Engine has been upgraded to support 

a recent stable version of Elasticsearch (version 8.1). 
• When running in Docker containers, My webMethods Server and Task Engine now accept 

parametrized templates for cluster and instance configuration files. 
• webMethods 10.15 products are now compiled with Azul JDK 11. Software AG delivers the 

JDK with its products. Software AG products are tested and supported with this shipped 
version of JDK. 
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For important updates and a list of enhancements and issues that have been addressed since the 
previous release of each product, see the webMethods product readme files. You can access these 
documents, as well as all product documentation, from the webMethods area on the Software AG 
Documentation website. 

 

 

  

http://documentation.softwareag.com/
http://documentation.softwareag.com/
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API Gateway 

Bulkhead Pattern Support in API Gateway - Resilient APIs 
 
Microservice patterns can be extended to the API Gateway world to make the APIs resilient. One such 
pattern is Bulkhead, wherein elements of an application are isolated into pools so that if one fails, the 
others continue to function. API Gateway supports the implementation of Bulkhead pattern through a 
policy in the Transport section of the API policy configuration. 
  
Product Architecture Enhancements 
 
API Gateway now supports a clean data separation between the Elasticsearch that is used to store the 
product configurations vs. the Elasticsearch that stores the API analytics (the default destination). The 
key advantage is that during Disaster Recovery (DR), the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery 
Point Objective (RPO) requirements largely vary for the different data types. For example, to reduce 
the outage, APIs and the product configurations must be restored as fast as possible (for example, 15 
minutes to one hour). However, the criticality generally is not the same for restoring the API Analytics, 
especially under circumstances where it might comprise a large volume of data (for example, may take 
up to 12 hours). This enhancement facilitates implementing such requirements easier through the 
clean data separation. 
 
Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE) - Enhancements   
 
API Gateway supports PKCE to secure OAuth 2.0 public clients at the application level that uses the 
Authorization Code Grant. 
 
Support for Production-class Container Images 
 
API Gateway container registry has recently moved from DockerHub to 
https://containers.softwareag.com. In addition to the trial bundle that we publish and maintain, we 
have launched and will support a production-class image, “Software AG API Gateway Minimal”. The 
API Gateway 10.15 minimal docker image provides just the API Gateway server and the UI. Containers 
of this image must be composed with a compatible instance of Elasticsearch and Kibana (as 
documented in the product compatibility matrix). 
  
Observability and Monitoring Improvements in API Gateway 
 
Proactive monitoring of API Gateway is improved. API-level Prometheus metrics have been introduced 
for measuring the availability of the deployed APIs. The API-level metrics include: 
 

• Error Rates (for example, API Transaction error rate, Backend API errors).  
• Performance Latency (for example, Performance per API - API Gateway vs. Backend).  
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Rate-limiting Improvements 
 
The Traffic optimization policy can now be applied to: 
 

• All consumers (specified rate-limit within a given time limit shared by all consumers). 
• All registered consumers (specified rate-limit within a given time limit shared by all registered 

consumers). 
• All non-registered consumers (specified rate-limit within a given time limit shared by all non-

registered consumers). 
• Each consumer. 
• Each registered consumer. 
• Each non-registered consumer. 
• Specified list of consumers (can allow consumer-specific throttling or allow the given limit to 

each consumer). 
  
LDAP V3 Support and Certification 
 
API Gateway now supports LDAP version 3 for the user management LDAP integration. 
  
TLS 1.3 Support and Certification 
 
API Gateway now supports TLS version 1.3 for securing the inbound and outbound connections that 
use JSSE. 
  
Upgrade Enhancements 
 
API Gateway upgrade procedure has been enhanced to become much simpler and easier. Zero-
downtime upgrade requires orchestration tasks to be done from outside the product (for example, 
scripting). Upgrade procedure enhancements include support for pre-flight checks, sanity health 
checks for the post-upgrade, etc. 
  
Stack Upgrade 
 
The technical components involved in the runtime are upgraded. A couple of examples: 
 

• Elastic stack (Elasticsearch, Filebeat, and Kibana) has been upgraded to version 8.2.3. 
• API Gateway compile-time has been upgraded to Java 11. 

 
Deprecated - Support for Deployer and Command Central 
 
API Gateway support (for example, Provisioning, Configurations, and so on) for the Deployer and the 
Command Central (CCE) has been deprecated and will be removed in the near-future versions (for 
example, in the next release). 
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Software AG Command Central 
 
New Functions 
 
Enhanced credential store 
 
In the Command Central user interface, in addition to the options to specify a user/password pair and 
SSH key credentials, you can now specify only a password as a secret value.   
 
You can access the credential and/or the secret values via handles in the: 
 

• Command Line Interface. 
• Composite templates.  
• During asset deployment as part of the variable substitution. 

 
Use the following reference syntax: 
   
@credentials.<alias>.username   
@credentials.<alias>.password   
  
Update the SSH client to support a broader set of key-exchange algorithms   
 
Beginning with version 10.15, the SSH client of Command Central supports the following key-
exchange algorithms: 
   
diffie-hellman-group1-sha1, diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256, diffie-hellman-group14-sha1, 
diffie-hellman-group14-sha256 , diffie-hellman-group15-sha512, diffie-hellman-group16-sha512, 
diffie-hellman-group17-sha512, diffie-hellman-group18-sha512 , ecdh-sha2-nistp256, ecdh-sha2-
nistp384, ecdh-sha2-nistp521   
 
The supported algorithms are important for the following scenarios:  
    

• Bootstrapping Platform Manager remotely.   
• Creating an installation on a new remote machine.   
• Cross-host migration.   

 
Improved Jobs view   
 
The Jobs view in the Command Central web user interface is now optimized to display thousands of 
running jobs, which helps administrators to monitor the landscape jobs with greater ease.   
 
Single shared secret per landscape  
 
Command Central now supports only a global shared secret, defined for the whole landscape of 
environments. Command Central does not support creating a shared secret per-environment. 
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Removed Functions 
 
Removed License Manifests   
 
Beginning with 10.15, the license manifest functions have been removed from the Command Central 
web user interface and command line interface. The license reports that show all licensed runtimes 
available in the environment will remain an integral part of the product. 
 

 
 

Software AG Universal Messaging 
 
New features 
 
Enhanced Docker image 
 
The official Universal Messaging container image is now regularly released with fixes on 
http://containers.softwareag.com. The image has its Prometheus endpoint enabled by default on port 
9200.   It comes with a trial license key that has a fixed expiry date.   
 
Support for determining the server state within a cluster   
 
You can determine the state of a Universal Messaging server within a cluster in the following ways: 
   

• Using the newly added command-line tool GetServerClusterState.   
• Using the newly added endpoints in the Health Monitor Plugin: IsMaster or GetClusterState.   

 
File size limit on multi-file disk stores   
 
Files in multi-file disk stores now have a size limit. When the maximum size per file is reached, 
Universal Messaging creates a new file to persist the next events. You can use a new realm 
configuration property, MaxSpindleFileSize, to specify the maximum file size in bytes. For more 
information about how to configure multi-file disk stores and the new property, see the Multi-File Disk 
Stores section of the official documentation.   
 
Bi-directional admin client and server compatibility   
 
Universal Messaging 10.15 and higher supports the bi-directional compatibility of Enterprise Manager 
and the Java Admin API for release versions 10.15 and higher. For more information about the 
functionality, see the Bi-directional Admin Client and Server Compatibility section of the official 
documentation.   
 
Bi-directional compatibility of server-to-server communication   
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Universal Messaging 10.15 and higher supports bi-directional compatibility of server-to-server 
communication within clusters, zones, and joins for release versions 10.15 and higher.     
 
Changed Features  
 
The following Universal Messaging features already available in the previous product release have 
been changed in Universal Messaging 10.15:  
 
C++ Libraries   
 
Note the following changes relating to the C++ libraries that Universal Messaging provides: 
   

• The C++ libraries for Universal Messaging use OpenSSL libraries that have now been 
upgraded to version 3.0.5 from version 1.1.1k.   

• The C++ libraries for Universal Messaging use POCO libraries that have now been upgraded 
to version 1.11.3 from version 1.10.1.   

• OS X is no longer supported.   
 
If you experience any problems with the new version of the C++ client libraries for Universal 
Messaging, first consider recompiling your client applications against the new version of the libraries 
and compilers.   
 
Defining users exempt from authentication   
 
Now you explicitly define users that are exempt from authentication by configuring the -
DNirvana.auth.exempt property. Previously, users exempted from authentication were loaded by 
default from a –DSECURITYFILE file, which is not used any longer. 
 
In addition, exempt users both with and without a password should be able to log in to Universal 
Messaging. Previously, authentication failed when an exempt user provided an invalid password. For 
more information about defining users exempt from authentication and configuring the -
Dnirvana.auth.exempt property, see the section Configuring Authentication and Client Negotiation in 
the official documentation.   
 
 
JMX namespaces for topics and queues   
 
By default, JMX namespaces are now created using a flat structure, for example, 
destinationName=/q1/q2/q3. In previous Universal Messaging versions, by default, JMX namespaces 
for topics and queues have a folder-tree structure.  
 
You can use a new realm configuration property, FlatStoreJMXBeanNamespace, to define if JMX 
namespaces for topics and queues have a flat structure or a folder-tree structure. For more 
information about the property, see the section Realm Configuration in the official documentation.  
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Deprecated Features   
 
The following Universal Messaging features have been deprecated in Universal Messaging 10.15: 
   

• Java client APIs.   
• Client APIs related to the removal of queue reader objects.   

 
For more information about the deprecated features, see the official Universal Messaging 
documentation.   
 
Removed Features   
 
The following Universal Messaging functionality has been removed in Universal Messaging 10.15: 
   

• Legacy JMX. 
• Data group and data stream functionality. 
• MacOS C++ client. 
• The EnableCaching, EnableLegacyJMX, NHPScanTime, and NHPTimeout properties. 
• Some C++ client APIs. 
• Some C# client APIs. 

 
For more information about the removed features, see the official Universal Messaging 
documentation. 
 

 

webMethods ApplinX 
 
Simplified API Calls for REST-based Server APIs 
 
New efficiencies for programmers and reduced impact on mainframe performance. The REST-based 
server APIs now allow sendKeys and getScreen commands in one API call, simplifying the 
implementation of API calls. 
 
 
Java Support 
 
Support of Java 11 for compile time. 
 
Increased Platform Support 
 
ApplinX now supports: 
 

• Windows 11, Windows Server 22. 
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• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 9. 
 

 

webMethods AgileApps 
 
MySQLv8 support 
 
AgileApps now supports MySQLv8, primarily for all cloud customers. Support for on-premise 
customers is planned, and more announcements will come in this regard. 
 
Flexible View Design 
 
Users can now design their views flexibly by choosing columns they want in their Views and removing 
other columns which are not needed. 
 
Multi-File Attachments Upload and Download 
 
Users can now Upload and Download multiple files as part of the record attachment capability.   
 
OAuth support for Email Channels 
 
Email service providers have deprecated Basic Auth as the authentication mechanism for inboxes. 
Hence OAuth is now the supported authentication mechanism to use the Email channel functionality 
for major service providers like Outlook, Google, etc. 
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webMethods BPMS (Process Engine, Business Rules, My webMethods 
Server, Optimize, and Content Adapters) 

 
All BPMS components now compile with Java 11. 
 
Business Rules Runtime without database dependency 
 
WmBusinessRules runtime can start up and operate without a DB connection or DB tables. 
 
Task Engine now supports Elasticsearch 8.1 
 
The high-performance search module (HPSTRA) in Task Engine has been upgraded to support a 
recent stable version of Elasticsearch (version 8.1). 
 
My webMethods Server and Task Engine containers now support parametrized configuration 
files 
 
When running in Docker containers, My webMethods Server and Task Engine now accept 
parametrized templates for cluster and instance configuration files. The parametrized templates allow 
modifying individual properties for the instance or cluster at container startup using the Docker CLI or 
a customized custom_wrapper.conf file. 
  
The delete-osgi-profile and deprecate-profile commands are removed from the CLI for My 
webMethods Server   
 
The deprecate-osgi-profile and delete-osgi-profile commands are no longer generally available in the 
command line interface for My webMethods Server. Now the My webMethods Server RnD team can 
enable the commands with a dedicated patch if a customer issue requires deleting the My 
webMethods Server profile. 
 
My webMethods Server can connect to the database using NTLM at instance creation 
 
My webMethods Server now supports creating a server instance that connects to the database using 
Native/NTLM authentication instead of providing a database user name and password. This 
authentication method is configured by supplying a dedicated parameter in the JDBC URL, for 
instance. 
 
The About page in My webMethods now indicates what log4j fixes are applied. 
 
The current log4j version is now displayed in the Fixes section of the About page for My webMethods 
Server. 
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webMethods ActiveTransfer (webMethods ActiveTransfer Server, 
webMethods ActiveTransfer Agent, webMethods ActiveTransfer 

Gateway) 
 
Deployment capability (Import/Export) 
 
webMethods ActiveTransfer now has a built-in deployment tool to allow the import and export of 
assets across multiple instances. 
 
Password Change Management 
 
Users can now update or change their passwords through webMethods ActiveTransfer Web Client 
without administrator assistance. 
 
File name filters for Listener settings 
 
You can configure the file name filters to allow or deny commands (Upload, Download, List, Rename) 
for files that match a specified pattern. For example, you can restrict a user from uploading files that 
end with “.exe”.    
 
User Interface Refresh 
 
webMethods ActiveTransfer Web Client has been updated with a new user interface to bring it up to 
Software AG’s next-generation standard. All capabilities are the same; however, the look and feel is 
synonymous with the webMethods ActiveTransfer user interface. 
 
Mashzone Dashboard and Analytics  
 
Mashzone dashboard will be hidden on the webMethods ActiveTransfer User Interface starting with 
version 10.15 Fix 2 or higher.  
With the upcoming suite release of webMethods ActiveTransfer, Mashzone dashboard will be 
deprecated. 
 
 

 

webMethods Business Console 
 
webMethods Business Console has been deprecated and will not be released and supported after 
version 10.15. There is no replacement product. For more details about the deprecation of Business 
Console, see the article on the subject on the Tech Community website. 
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webMethods CloudStreams 
  
Microsoft® Azure® Shared Account Access (SAS) Authentication and Authorization Mechanism 
Support 
 
CloudStreams Server provides support for Microsoft ® Azure® Shared Account Access (SAS) 
Authentication and Authorization mechanism, which allows secure delegated access to resources in 
your Azure storage account. Currently, the support extends to the Service SAS and Account SAS 
authentication types.   
 
Listener Runtime Status 
 
CloudStreams now provides support for displaying the runtime status of a listener in real-time. After 
enabling a listener, if an error occurs, the listener moves to the Suspended state and provides the 
error details for event-based integration with applications like Salesforce®. 
 
Salesforce Composite Resources Support Enhancements 
 
CloudStreams now provides support for additional patterns of Salesforce Composite APIs to send 
multiple requests in a single API call. This feature enables further cost optimizations. 
 
Custom OAuth Refresh Additional Configurations Support 
 
SaaS application vendors like Coupa®, SAP SuccessFactors® provide custom OAuth refresh 
implementations with additional custom fields, in addition to the fields provided by the standard 
OAuth 2.0 Refresh Token Grant Type specification, as per the respective applications security 
architecture. CloudStreams now provides the ability to support such patterns of OAuth token refresh 
implementations. 
 
Listener Event Data Storage Enhancement 
 
CloudStreams provides the ability to store event data in a database in addition to the current 
Terracotta cache, which is the current default option. 
 
CloudStreams Public APIs  
 
Additional CloudStreams Public APIs have been introduced in the following domains to enable the 
integration of CloudStreams with other applications in a simple and secure way for use cases like 
Connectivity as a Service. 
 

• Metadata APIs: Allows you to query connectors and CloudStreams server metadata. 
• Asset Management APIs: Allows you to perform CRUD (create, read/retrieve, update, delete) 

operations on CloudStreams assets. 
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• Runtime APIs:  
o Allows you to execute a CloudStreams Connector Service. 
o Allows you to retrieve the status of a connection. 

 
Connector Creation from Open API 2.0 (Swagger) Enhancements 
 
CloudStreams now provides support for multipart/form-data content-type while creating a connector 
using Open API 2.0 (Swagger) specification. 
 
Deprecation of webMethods CloudStreams Analytics dashboard 
 
The ARIS Mashzone NextGen Server-based webMethods CloudStreams Analytics dashboard is 
deprecated and will become obsolete in the next release, i.e., October 2023 release. You can use any 
third-party Business Intelligence (BI) tools to build a dashboard by leveraging the CloudStreams 
Analytics APIs provided in the WmCloudStreams Analytics package. We will introduce an Analytics 
dashboard for various CloudStreams assets in a future release. 
 
Dynamic WSDL-based Connector Development Support 
 
CloudStreams now provides support for Connector development using dynamic WSDL with custom 
objects and fields for an application. For example., Oracle ® Cloud Applications. 
 
CloudStreams Connectors 
 
New and updated connectors for the following SaaS Applications can now be downloaded from the 
Software AG TECHCommunity website at http://techcommunity.softwareag.com. 
 
New Connectors 
 

• Oracle ® Finance & Supply Chain Management Cloud, REST, Version 11.13.18.05. 
• Oracle ® Finance & Supply Chain Management Cloud, SOAP, Version v1. 
• Oracle ® Customer Relationship Management Cloud, SOAP, Version 1. 
• Oracle ® Customer Relationship Management Cloud, REST, Version 11.13.18.05. 
• Oracle ® Human Capital Management (HCM) Cloud Enhancement REST 11.13.18.05. 
• Oracle ® BI Publisher, SOAP, Version 1. 

 
Updated Connectors 
 

• Salesforce® CRM, Version 44, Listener Error Handling. 
• Salesforce® CRM, REST, Version 53. 
• Salesforce® Bulk V2, REST, Version 53.. 
• Salesforce® CRM SOAP & Bulk Version 53. 
• ServiceNow® Versions, Paris, San Diego. 
• Coupa®, OAuth2 Authentication & Authorization Mechanism Support. 
• Apache®, Solr Search, JSON Response Support. 
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• SAP® SuccessFactors OData v2, OAuth2 Authentication & Authorization Mechanism. 
• Workday® SOAP, OAuth2 Authentication & Authorization Support. 
• DocuSign® REST, JWT Authentication & Authorization, and Additional Resources Support. 

 

 

webMethods Developer Portal 
 
Support for custom assets 
 
Developer Portal can now host assets other than APIs. Users can define the type of asset and 
additional fields related to the asset and create a gallery to list instances of the asset. 
 
Zero downtime upgrades 
 
Developer Portal can now be updated with zero downtime for both major and minor releases. 
 
State management support for APIs and packages 
 
API and package visibility can now be controlled with predefined (draft, live, retired) or custom 
lifecycle states. 
 
Ability to anonymize user data 
 
To comply with GDPR and other data protection laws and requirements, Developer Portal admins can 
now anonymize user attributes manually or automatically after user deletion. 
 
Free Forever Edition 
 
Users can now try the Developer Portal for free with limited capability indefinitely. 
 
SOAP API Try-out Enhancements 
 
The Try-Out capability in the Developer Portal has been enhanced for SOAP APIs. Users can now 
specify custom SOAP headers, SAML assertion, and Nonce, Created time, Password Type options for 
testing SOAP APIs protected with Web Service Security. 
 
Customization enhancement 
 
The left navigation bar in the customization screen is now fixed to improve the usability of the 
drawing board. 
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GitHub enablement 
 
Articles, samples, themes, and web components can be found on the Developer Portal GitHub page 
https://github.com/SoftwareAG/webmethods-developer-portal. 
 

 

webMethods Event Routing 
 
webMethods Event Routing was deprecated in 10.7 and will not be released and supported after 
version 10.15. 
 

 

webMethods EntireX 
 
Support of CICS IPIC Protocol 
 
Support for CICS IPIC connections for both COMMAREA and Channel Container calling conventions in 
a zero-footprint manner, eliminating the need to install anything on the host side. 
 
Security Enhancements 

 
• Support for Open SSL 3.0. 
• Option to encrypt passwords in configuration files. 
• Support of passphrases with CICS Socket Listener. 

 
Usability Enhancements 
 

• EntireX now offers the option to ungroup or flatten input/output structures to simplify REST 
URLs and allow for more accurate input-output mappings. This reduces communication for 
each call by sending just the required inputs or outputs instead of the whole structure as 
defined in the COBOL or Natural programs. 

• A new option to “Create Package” inside the EntireX “Generate webMethods IS Connection” 
wizard improves usability. 

 
Increased Platform Support 
 
EntireX now supports the following: 
 

• Windows 11, Windows Server 22. 
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 9. 
• Java 11 for compile time. 
• IBM WebSphere Liberty Server. 

 

https://github.com/SoftwareAG/webmethods-developer-portal
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webMethods Integration Server, webMethods Microservices Runtime, 
and webMethods Service Development 

  
 
OAuth authentication for email notifications 
 
Email notifications can now use an OAuth2 token for authentication instead of Basic Authentication. 
 
Liveness and readiness probes 
 
Health metrics now include liveness and readiness probes at /health/liveness and /health/readiness. 
 
JSON-formatted log files for audit logs and server log 
 
When logging to STDOUT, log messages can be optionally JSON-formatted, which is better suited to 
logging monitors such as Fluent Bit than traditional text-formatted log files. 
 
WmMobileSupport package has been removed 
 
The webMethods Mobile Support feature and the WmMobileSupport package have been removed. 
 
WmConsul package is deprecated 
 
The WmConsul package, which is only compatible with Consul version 1.6.9 or earlier, has been 
deprecated. You can develop services that work with the latest Consul API by following the Consul API 
documentation at https://www.consul.io/api-docs. 
 
Automated package documentation 
 
An automatically generated package home page can now replace the default “welcome” page created 
for custom packages. The updated package home page displays the package metadata, executable 
services, and REST API descriptors for the package. Documentation can be generated from Designer 
or by calling the new built-in service pub.packages:updateHomePage. 
 
Strict service caching 
 
Service caching can be configured to cache and return only the output of a service as defined by its 
signature and not the complete output pipeline. 
 
Clustering and Alert Support in Integration Server Administrator API 
 
The Integration Server Administrator API now includes support for alerts, allowing alerts to be created 
and triggered via the API. Additionally, clustering can now be configured via the API. 
 

https://www.consul.io/api-docs
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Accessing the Integration Server Administrator API documentation no longer requires 
authentication 
 
Integration Server allows all users to access the OpenAPI for a product using the GET 
/admin/swagger/ productName operation without having to provide authentication credentials.   
 
Multiple configuration variables templates can be used 
 
Configuration can now be specified in multiple configuration variables templates. Using multiple files 
allows for partitioning of configuration (e.g., security, connectivity, etc.). 
 
Configuration support for ACLs and Groups 
 
Can now create and assign ACLs to services and groups via a configuration variables file. In addition, 
groups can be created via a configuration variables file. 
 
Public services for configuring service auditing 
 
New services pub.flow:setAuditLogFields and pub.flow:setCustomLoggedFields as well as Integration 
Server Administrator APIs allow service auditing configuration to be set for services without Designer. 
 
New JSON conversion service 
 
The new public service pub.json:jsonToDocument simplifies conversion as it does not force type 
conversion. Instead, the service assumes all values are strings unless a document type is specified. 
 
Support for multi-release jars 
 
Dynamically loaded jar files placed in package code/jars directory can now use the new multi-release 
manifest format. 
 
Security services support multiple keys 
 
The pub.security:encrypt and pub.security:signAndEncrypt services now accept multiple public keys to 
encrypt the same data for multiple recipients. Similarly, the pub.security:decryptAndVerify and 
pub.security:verify services now accept multiple public keys to verify the same data from multiple 
senders.   
 
Dynamic IP allow or deny list 
 
Administrators can now specify any endpoint to provide an IP list to be used as the allow or deny list 
for a port. The endpoint can retrieve the list dynamically, precluding manual management of the allow 
or deny list.   
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Support for OpenID private_key_jwt 
 
An Integration Server acting as an OpenID Connect Relying Party can now use the private_key_jwt 
authentication method. In this case, Integration Server will generate a JWT (JSON Web Token), sign it 
with a private key, and include it in the body of the token request. 
 
Service thread isolation 
 
A concurrent thread usage limit can be set for service when it is called externally/ can be limited. 
Limiting the number of concurrent executions of a service can minimize issues caused by a few 
services that consume a disproportionate amount of the available resources responding to requests. 
 
Improved API syncing with API Gateway 
 
An API can now be published from more than one Designer without duplicating the API in API 
Gateway. 
 

 

webMethods Metering 
 
New Features 
 
The migration of the configuration properties of an on-premises Software AG Metering Server is now 
supported. 
 
Deprecated Features 
 
The web user interface of the local Software AG Metering Server is deprecated and will be removed in 
the next release.   
 

 

webMethods Microgateway 
 
Microgateway is now supported when hosted on an OpenShift platform. 
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webMethods Trading Networks 
 
Product Enhancements 
 

• Trading Networks server is now certified on Microservices Runtime.   
• Sybase is now supported up to version 10.11.   
• Docker images can be created directly from the source code and provide capabilities for 

participation in the unified CI/CD image promotion process.   
• Custom filters are available for the activity log table to allow users to reduce the number of 

records that get inserted into the activityLog table. 
• Two new services have been added to the route folder:   

o wm.tn.route:disableProcessingRule, disables a processing rule.   
o wm.tn.route:enableProcessingRule, enables a processing rule.   

  
B2B eStandards Enhancements 
 
webMethods Module 7.1 SP12 for SWIFT 
 

• Support for SWIFT Standards Release 2022 and ISO 20022 Message Standards part of SWIFT 
Standards Release 2022. 

• Support for XML v2 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) Schema Updates. 
 
webMethods Module 10.1 for AS4 
 

• Support for SMP/SNL client component of PEPPOL/OPEN PEPPOL. 
• eDelivery conformance for e-Invoicing is a must for all documents and data exchange with 

government entities and other public and private organizations in Europe and other non-
European countries worldwide. webMethods Module 10.1 for AS4 is officially CEF AS4 
eDelivery certified. 

 
webMethods Module 9.12 for EDI 
 

• Support for ANSI X12 8020 and 8030 document types. 
• Support for the German automotive industry standard EDI VDA 4986 document type support. 

 
webMethods Module 10.5 for HL7 
 
Support for TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3 with Minimal Lower Layer Protocol (MLLP) based message exchange 
with HL7 module. 
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webMethods Unit Test Framework 
 
Custom service can now be used to validate test output against expected results. 
 

 

Documentation 
 
Release Readmes 
 
The release readmes on the documentation website are published in HTML format only. 
 
Themes 
 
The product and cross-product compendiums located under Themes on the documentation website 
are no longer available. The Installation and Upgrade Information is the only compendium available. 
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